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SDK:SSK February 10, 2011
TO ALL BODIES OF ELDERS IN CANADA
Re: Kingdom Hall Contribution Boxes and Labels
Dear Brothers:
We have had a number of inquiries regarding the use of contribution boxes and labels.
Therefore, we are pleased to provide the following clarification. Each congregation should have
three types of contribution boxes available, as follows:


“LOCAL CONGREGATION EXPENSES” For donations covering congregation local
expenses. Funds collected in this box should be deposited into a local bank account in the
name of the congregation. This would include what the congregation has agreed to
contribute towards reimbursing a loan or for the maintenance of their own Kingdom Hall.



“WORLDWIDE WORK” For donations covering expenses of local or foreign branches.
Funds collected in this box should be sent to the branch at least once a month. Many
congregations have found it convenient to have two of these boxes; one located near the
literature counter and another near the magazine counter. We have no objection to this
being done.



“KINGDOM HALL CONSTRUCTION WORLDWIDE” For donations to support the
Kingdom Hall construction program within Canada or abroad. Funds collected in this
box should be sent to the branch at least once a month. All congregations should be
given the privilege of supporting this program, even if they are currently engaged in a
building project of their own.

At times, a congregation may also set up a temporary contribution box for donations to a
local building project. The box would be removed once the project is completed. The Kingdom
Hall Construction Worldwide box should not be removed because a local building project is
underway.
Please contact your Regional Building Committee if you are in need of replacement
“black on gold” foil labels as these may be difficult to obtain locally.
We trust the above information will be beneficial and send herewith a warm expression
of Christian love and best wishes.
Your brothers,

c: Regional Building Committees
Traveling Overseers

